SOS2700 – The sociology of religion – religion in contemporary societies

Syllabus

Introduction

Religion in classical and contemporary sociological theory


Individual religiosity, spirituality, and lived religion


http://search.proquest.com/socabs/docview/60507959/8EDA4E9DDC0C4D19PQ/4?accountid=14699


http://search.proquest.com/socabs/docview/61691514/4B8BCFBB156A44D4PQ/1?accountid=14699


http://search.proquest.com/socabs/docview/60328829/853558B729242DAPQ/2?accountid=14699

Religion, gender, and ethnicity

@Bartkowski, John P. 2001. Godly Masculinities: Gender Discourse among the Promise Keepers. Social Thought & Research 24 (1-2): 53-87 (35 pages)

http://search.proquest.com/socabs/docview/60427120/9F9631B5A3D44AD4PQ/1?accountid=14699

@Jacobsen, Christine M 2011. Troublesome threesomes: feminism, anthropology and Muslim women’s piety. Feminist review 98: 65-82. (18 pages)

http://search.proquest.com/socabs/docview/881466770/E8C43FDC0B2946FCPQ/1?accountid=14699


http://search.proquest.com/socabs/docview/907927959/8506A223FF914EDCPQ/1?accountid=14699


http://search.proquest.com/socabs/docview/60301666/C95AFC4D1770405EPQ/2?accountid=14699

Religious organizations and movements


Fundamentalism, secularism


@Demerath, N.J., III 2003. Crossing the Gods. World Religions and Wordly Politics. New Brunswick: Rutgers, Introduction and ch. 7 (40 pages)

http://web.a.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail?sid=a312a2b4-2d2e-4344-885e-57184b2f6b94%40sessionmgr4001&vid=1&hid=4209&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#db=nlebk&AN=91057


Religion in contemporary societies: Secularization or post-secularity?
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